
Challenge

A large North American paper manufacturer was selling its excess 
product to a handful of buyers via a slow, manual process: spreadsheet 
offerings were being sent out to the buyers and the company’s customer 
service team would track offers for each lot. Another challenge for selling 
paper to the commodities and recycling market was starting auctions at 
a significant “price per ton” opening bid, which appeared intimidating 
to some buyers. Needing a more modern approach, the manufacturer 
partnered with B-Stock with the following goals: 

• Automate the sales process
• Increase the amount of interested buyers
• Increase demand and pricing for the product

Solution

To address these goals, B-Stock launched a business-to-business marketplace for the manufacturer, 
enabling approved buyers from around the globe to bid directly on railcar-size lots of excess product 
via competitive online auctions. By making the inventory available to secondary market paper buyers 
through its online marketplace, the manufacturer was able to drop the use of spreadsheet offerings and 
immediately automate the sales process.

To drive the right buyers to the marketplace, B-Stock researched and executed targeted marketing 
campaigns to buyers interested in large, multi-ton lots of excess paper stock across a variety of categories, 
including pressure sensitive and printing and converting. Additionally, representatives attended paper 
industry trade shows to raise awareness about the marketplace. 
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Results

Since launching its B2B marketplace for excess product, the paper manufacturer has been able to expand 
the geographic reach and size of its buyer base by 2300%. Ongoing buyer education and nurturing has 
lead to a consistent repeat buyer rate across all categories. Additionally, by enabling popcorn bidding and 
establishing a consistent auction schedule—running auctions from Tuesday through Thursday—buyers 
know what to expect and when to log in to the site to view products. As a result, overall recovery has 
increased across all product categories and results exceeded target and expectations.

By eliminating the manual tasks associated with selling excess inventory and giving buyers an easy, 
transparent way to access and bid on inventory, the manufacturer has been able to streamline its process, 
saving valuable time while beating recovery expectations.

Contact B-Stock

Ready to optimize your liquidation strategy? Email us at recovery@bstock.com. 
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To help nurture the incoming and existing buyer base, B-Stock recommended that the manufacturer: 

• Provide exemplary customer service: smooth transactions encourage repeat business 
• Have a consistent auction schedule: ongoing, predictable auctions drive buyer satisfaction
• Educate buyers on auction techniques: specifically, teach buyers how proxy bids work
• Enable “popcorn bidding:” extending each auction due to last-minute bidding will raise pricing 
• Set consistent opening bids: all listings opened at a set price per ton, which was determined by 

the industry market, i.e., what the manufacturer could expect by returning the paper to mulch and 
recycling


